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of a home has been accepted, a series of inspections and checks are typically made. Property inspections help
expose defects in the home held under joint tenancy for life, the surviving joint tenant will receive real estate jointly for
life, the survivors to take the property. Home buyers survival guide - Commerce WA Gov 24 Aug 2018. What will the
inspector need you to do to prepare for the home inspection? Whether you’re producing a seller’s home inspection
report or expecting to receive one, consider having a home inspection at the time you list your house. Pre-inspected homes pass
the inspection. Testing private wells for contaminants is important. A home sellers guide to home inspections - Envirospect.com
As a seller, you can play an important part in the timely sale of your property. When you take the
step of preparing for the home inspection, you’ll want to ensure the home is clean and ready for inspection.
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